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🤷AltUniverse?🤷 
 
‘Blood on their hands’: the intel officer whose warning over
white supremacy was ignored 
 
Daryl Johnson’s team faced an official backlash 10 years
ago when it issued a briefing on rightwing extremism 
 
Nadler presses ahead with impeachment probe
#ImpeachTrump

🤷AltUniverse2🤷 

 

Trump abruptly decides to install Joseph Maguire, the director of the

Nat’lCounterterrorism Center, as the acting DNI after Coats steps down from the post

next week. 

 

Banks Hand Over Docs on Russians who may have had dealings w/ Trump, his family

or Trump Org
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🤷AltUniverse3🤷 

 

Police Launch 8chan Probe in Philippines 

 

Investigators look for any negligence in moderation of site linked to U.S. mass

shootings 

 

Andrew McCabe sues FBI over firing, alleges plot by Trump to oust those disloyal to

the president

🤷AltUniverse4🤷 

 

Under pressure, 🐢 raises possibility of Senate action on gun legislation 

 

Lead US prosecutor in ’08 Epstein case — who sources say wanted to charge him —

resigns 
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FBI is soliciting vendor proposals to pull vast quantities of data from Facebook, other

SOCMED.

🤷AltUniverse5🤷 

 

Trump Says Deputy Intel Dir to Resign W/ Coats 

Some critics saw Gordon as too close to ex-CIA chief Brennan 

 

Uber Posts $5.2B Loss & Slowest Ever Growth Rate 

 

Moscow prosecutors ask ct to take custody of young child away from parents who

protested for free elex.
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🤷AltUniverse6🤷 

 

Russia's military has been rocked by a string of explosions and fires in recent weeks

that have left dozens dead or wounded 

 

A group of scientists called the 'Ring of 5' found evidence of a major nuclear accident

that went undeclared in Russia

🤷AltUniverse6🤷 

 

Trump says he's considering commuting Blagojevich sentence 

 

Former CEO of Israeli Company Found Guilty of Orchestrating $145 Million Binary

Options Fraud Scheme 

 

Democrats to DOJ: Investigate white nationalists with same intensity as global

terrorism after 9/11

🤷AltUniverse7🤷 

 

RU officials start freezing the bank accts of the country's top anti-corruption activists 

 

Tens of 1000s of AUs have had their med histories & other private info exposed in a

large data breach of a COs that enabled them to participate in paid clinical trials.
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🤷AltUniverse8🤷 

 

Climate Change Could Lead to Food Shortages, UN Report Says 

 

Crop yields already dropping in some areas, UN report warns 

 

More Mexicans Leaving Than Coming to the U.S. 

 

Net Loss of 140,000 from 2009 to 2014; Family Reunification Top Reason for Return

🤷AltUniverse9🤷 

 

3 RU operatives & a close aide to Italian Deputy PM Matteo Salvini were caught on a
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tape negotiating a plan to siphon money from a billion-dollar oil deal into Salvini’s

far-right Lega party. 

 

Savoini (Salvini’s aide) made numerous trips to Moscow.

🤷AltUniverse10🤷 

 

Savoini made at least 14 visits in 2018 alone, & a further 3 in the 1st 3 mos of this

year. 

 

Radiation Spike Reported After RU Missile Test Center Blast 

 

Two die in explosion at base near nuclear submarine shipyards 

Blast is 2nd at a RU military depot in a week
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🤷AltUniverse11🤷 

 

Over seven years, the database shows, drug companies shipped a combined 74M

opioid pills to the city of Norton, Va., & the 3 surrounding counties — enough for 106
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pills per resident every year. 

 

8chan went down. Why do social media sites still give hate a pass?

🤷AltUniverse13🤷 

 

US gov’t agencies from the Pentagon to NASA will be banned from buying #Huawei

equipment 

 

On the heels of the El Paso massacre ICE Arrests Hundreds in MS Raids Targeting

Immigrant Workers—small children left alone to fend for themselves w/out their

parents.

🤷AltUniverse14🤷 

 

Trump Keeps Accidentally Igniting Dollar With His Trade War 

 

Tariff conflict boosts foreign demand for Treasuries as haven 

 

Winning trade war and FX war ‘seems rather doubtful’: SocGen 

 

Dominic Cummings Johnson's chief adviser is driving No Deal Brexit
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